INVITATION TO BID

Arlington Public Schools
Procurement Office

June 11, 2019

Information Item No. 1

ITB No.: 73FY19

Title: Provision of Painting Services

Due Date: Thursday, June 13, 2019, prior to 12:30 PM, Local Prevailing Time

Information Item No. 1

Question: Section 13.2.1 of the Instructions to Bidders and page 24 of the Bid Form require a Virginia Department of Professional and Occupational Regulation (DPOR) Class A License. We request that a Class B license be permitted because it allows for work on projects less than $120,000.

Answer: The licensure requirement remains as stated in the Instructions to Bidders and the Bid Form.

Question: The quality of paint specified in the Pricing Page is a low grade paint. Would APS consider changing to a higher grade?

Answer: No.

Kenneth R. Lawson, CPPB, VCO
Procurement Specialist/Procurement Office
2110 Washington Boulevard
Arlington VA, 22204
(703) 228-6193
ken.lawson@apsva.us